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Abstract: This study investigates intra-seasonal variations and frequency of major sudden strato-
spheric warmings (MSSWs) in Northern winter seasonal hindcasts of six systems from 1993/1994
to 2016/2017, in comparison to the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis data. Results show that, over all,
all systems reproduce precursory signals to the MSSWs well, such as the increase in the planetary
wave heat flux in the extratropical lower stratosphere and the anomalous planetary wave patterns
in the troposphere. Some systems are suggested to underestimate or overestimate the mean MSSW
frequency. Such differences in the frequency of the MSSWs among the systems are related to those in
the mean strength of the stratospheric polar vortex, and also may be partly contributed by those in
the frequency of notable heat flux events. The hindcast data exhibit a weaker mean vortex and an
increased MSSW frequency for a warm phase than for a cold phase of El Niño/Southern Oscillation,
and for an easterly phase than for a westerly phase of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation. These are
qualitatively consistent with reanalysis results, except for a lower MSSW frequency for the warm
phase in the reanalysis data. The reanalysis teleconnection results are larger in magnitude than
the hindcast results for most ensemble members, although they are included near the edge of the
distributions of the ensemble members. The changes in the MSSW frequency with the two external
factors are correlated to those in the mean vortex strength among the ensemble members and also the
ensemble means for some systems.

Keywords: sudden stratospheric warmings; intra-seasonal variations and frequency; Northern winter
seasonal hindcasts

1. Introduction

Sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) are a spectacular phenomenon in the atmo-
sphere during cold seasons, especially in the winter Northern Hemisphere (NH), in which
the polar stratosphere warms largely and rapidly, accompanying strong deceleration or
even a reversal of the polar night jet [1]. During SSWs, the stratospheric polar vortex,
which normally encircles the polar region forming the polar night jet near its edge, exhibits
large distortions, and sometimes even breaks down completely. SSWs typically accompany
two-way dynamical coupling, i.e., typical intra-seasonal variability, between the strato-
sphere and troposphere. Upward coupling is contributed by planetary waves that originate
and intensify in the troposphere, and propagate to the stratosphere [2–4]. Downward
coupling is characterized by downward propagation of circulation anomalies from the
stratosphere to the troposphere and surface initiated by the upward coupling [5–7]. Several
processes have been proposed for the downward coupling, including the remote effect of
stratospheric wave driving, and feedbacks of synoptic-scale and planetary-scale eddies
in the troposphere [7–13]. The mean frequency of major SSWs (MSSWs) for NH winter,
i.e., DJF (December, January, February), which are often defined as a reversal of the zonal
mean zonal wind in the extratropical stratosphere at 60◦ N, 10 hPa, is about every two
years [14,15].
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Extratropical stratospheric variability, especially the occurrence of MSSWs, can in-
crease sub-seasonal and seasonal predictability of tropospheric and surface weather condi-
tions. A study demonstrated that seasonal forecasts initialized on the onset date of observed
MSSWs had enhanced skill for surface weather conditions for a time range of 16–60 days,
compared to unconditional forecasts [16]. Similar skill enhancement in sub-seasonal fore-
casts for surface circulation was shown, not only when the stratospheric polar vortex was
anomalously weak, but also when it was extremely strong [17]. Domeisen et al. [18] showed
that, for the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model, seasonal predictability of 500 hPa
geopotential height (GPH) over Europe at lead times up to four months was increased
only for El Niño winters that exhibited MSSWs. Scaife et al. [19] showed that the Met
Office Global Seasonal forecast system had high correlation skill in forecasting the winter
North Atlantic Oscillation, but the skill essentially disappeared when ensemble members
containing MSSWs were excluded. Mukougawa et al. [20] claimed that the prediction
skill for the upper tropospheric Northern Annular Mode (NAM) improved for a 5–13 day
forecast when initial states included negatively large NAM around 30 hPa in comparison
to a positive NAM counterpart.

It is, therefore, essential to understand extratropical stratospheric variability in sub-
seasonal and seasonal forecasts, so as to fully utilize its role in tropospheric and sur-
face weather predictability. Sub-seasonal forecasts, in addition to climate simulations,
have been extensively studied in terms of extratropical stratospheric variability, such as
MSSWs [21–27], whereas seasonal forecasts remain relatively unexplored.

Regarding climatological features in seasonal forecasts, Maycock et al. [28] examined
simulations of the NH winter extratropical stratospheric circulation in five seasonal forecast
models from the ENSEMBLES project, with a top ranging from about 5 to 10 hPa. May-
cock et al. found that all models had a polar night jet that was too weak and located too
equatorward, and that the models underestimated the number, magnitude, and duration
of anomalous states. Furtado et al. [29] examined NH winter seasonal hindcasts of three
North American Multi-Model Ensemble Phase-2 models in terms of intra-seasonal varia-
tions of MSSWs. The examination identified model biases, such as an underestimation of
intra-seasonal stratospheric variability, inconsistent precursory GPH fields, and weaker-
than-observed wave activity prior to the MSSWs. Two of the three models, in addition to
the Max Planck Institute Earth System Model, had a realistic MSSW frequency, whereas
the remaining one has a much lower frequency [18,29]. Portal et al. [30] examined five
seasonal forecast systems in the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) multi-model
database, and found that four of the five systems had a realistic MSSW frequency, with
one exceptional system exhibiting a reduced frequency. Previous studies pointed out that
differences in the MSSW frequency among different climate models were related to those
in the mean vortex strength [24,31–33].

As for teleconnection signals in seasonal forecasts, the Max Planck Institute Earth
System Model well reproduced the El Niño teleconnection to the extratropical stratosphere,
including a deepened Aleutian low and an enhanced planetary wave of zonal wave num-
ber one (wave 1) connected to a weak and warm anomaly of the polar vortex [18] (see
also Domeisen et al. [34] for a review of the teleconnection of El Niño/Southern Oscilla-
tion (ENSO)). Using the Climate-system Historical Forecast Project data, Butler et al. [35]
found that high-top models tended to have a more realistic response of the extratropical
stratosphere to El Niño and QBO (i.e., warmer and weaker polar vortex for El Niño and
QBO easterly phase) compared to low-top models (see Anstey and Shepherd [36] and
Anstey et al. [22] for reviews of the QBO teleconnection). Several mechanisms linking the
QBO to vortex variability, such as MSSWs, have been proposed, including effects of the
changes in the zonal mean zonal wind and meridional circulation [37–40], and radiative
effects of ozone waves [41]. Portal et al. [30] found that the C3S systems overestimated the
stratospheric response to ENSO and underestimated the influence of the QBO. Fereday
et al. [42] found in seasonal hindcast data that the MSSW frequency was enhanced when
NINO3.4 index was higher and the QBO was in the easterly phase.
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This study investigates extratropical stratospheric variability, in particular MSSWs,
in seasonal hindcast data for NH winter from both climatological and also teleconnection
perspectives, in comparison to data for the real world, i.e., the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis
(JRA-55) data. To be specific, we explore intra-seasonal variations of MSSWs, especially
precursory signals, through a composite analysis. We also examine the frequency of MSSWs
and relate this to the mean vortex strength and frequency of notable heat flux events. For the
teleconnection perspective, we take account of ENSO and QBO as external factors since they
are considered to be the most important factors to the NH extratropical stratosphere [43].
The HC data are taken from the C3S dataset, which was analyzed in Portal et al. [30], and
the present analysis seeks to further improve understanding extratropical stratospheric
variability in seasonal forecast systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 documents data and analyses
employed in this study. Section 3 describes analysis results from both climatological and
teleconnection perspectives. Sections 4 and 5 provide discussion and conclusion, respectively.

2. Data and Analyses
2.1. Data

This study examines seasonal HC data in comparison to observational and reanalysis
data. Daily means of the JRA-55 reanalysis data [44] are used for atmospheric states in
the real world. The use of the JRA-55 data is justified, since reanalysis data, including the
JRA-55 data, are shown to have an overall good agreement in representing main features of
MSSWs [45]. Examining other reanalysis data in the present context is beyond this study,
and is left for future work. The monthly NOAA/CPC NINO3.4 index is used to classify
ENSO conditions. The period of these data is from 1993/1994 to 2016/17 NH winter season,
which is matched to that of the HC data.

For the HC data, this study targets seasonal HC for six systems initialized around
early November from 1993 to 2016, and made available through the C3S database. The six
systems chosen were available and provided daily data at 10 hPa in the database when
the data were downloaded. Table 1 provides several features of the forecast systems. All
base HC data for this study are daily data at 00Z. This study uses a later version for some
systems and also adds JMA2, compared to Portal et al. [30]. It is also noted that all six
systems can be regarded as high-top models if high-top models are defined as models
having a top level at or above 1 hPa [26]. On the other hand, all five systems in [28] were
low-top models. The system of the three in [29] that had a lower MSSW frequency was a
low-top model.

Table 1. Summary of the six forecast systems analyzed in this study.

System Name
and Version

Number,
in Addition to

Version Identifier

Resolution
for

Atmospheric
Model 1

Initial Date(s) Ensemble Size

Threshold
Correlation

Values at 90 and
95% Levels 2

ECMWF5
SEAS5

TCO319
L91

0.01 hPa
NOV01 25 ±0.34, ±0.40

UKMO15
GloSea5-GC2-LI

N216
L85

85 km

OCT09, 17, 25
NOV01

28 = 7 for each
initial date ±0.32, ±0.37

METEOFRANCE7
System 7

TL359
L91

1 hPa

Penultimate
Thursday of

OCT
Last Thursday

of OCT
NOV01

25 = 12
(Penultimate

Thu)
+12 (Last Thu)
+1 (NOV01)

±0.34, ±0.40
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Table 1. Cont.

System Name
and Version

Number,
in Addition to

Version Identifier

Resolution
for

Atmospheric
Model 1

Initial Date(s) Ensemble Size

Threshold
Correlation

Values at 90 and
95% Levels 2

DWD21
GCFS2.1

T127
L95

0.01 hPa
NOV01 30 ±0.31, ±0.36

CMCC35
SPS3.5

1/2◦ lat-lon
L46

0.2 hPa
NOV01 40 ±0.26, ±0.31

JMA2
CPS2

TL159
L60

0.1 hPa
OCT13, 28 10 = 5 for each

initial date ±0.55, ±0.63

1 Horizontal resolution, vertical levels, and top level. 2 A correlation coefficient value from N samples (N:
ensemble size) is judged to be statistically significant at the confidence level of 90 or 95% (two side test) if it
exceeds the designated threshold values. The threshold correlation values are ±0.73 and ±0.81 for the ensemble
means of the six systems at the 90 and 95% levels, respectively. The threshold values are obtained using Student’s
t distribution.

We analyze the following quantiles:

• Zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦ N, 10 hPa. This measures the strength and flow direction
of the stratospheric polar vortex. The long-term mean, i.e., over the 24 seasons, of the
DJF mean zonal wind is used as the mean vortex strength (VS). The daily zonal wind
data are also used to identify MSSWs.

• Poleward heat flux of waves 1–3 averaged over 45–75◦ N, 100 hPa. This represents
planetary wave activity entering the extratropical stratosphere, since it is propor-
tional to the vertical component of the Eliassen-Palm flux for the quasi-geostrophic
scaling [4].

• GPH at 10 and 500 hPa. These are used for large-scale horizontal circulation patterns
for the stratosphere and troposphere, respectively.

• The NINO3.4 index is used in the DJF means for an index of ENSO conditions. The
HC SST data are spatially averaged over the NINO3.4 region (5◦ S–5◦ N, 170–120◦ W).

• Zonal mean zonal wind at Equator, 50 hPa is also used in the DJF means for an index
of QBO conditions.

2.2. Analyses

We obtain anomalies of an arbitrary quantity in the daily HC data as follows. A
climatology is first obtained as an average over all years and ensemble members for each
system. The average is further smoothed with 31-day running mean to filter out fluctuations
arising from the relatively small number of years. Then, for each ensemble member of each
system, the anomalies for each date are extracted as deviations from the climatology. These
procedures are applied to each spatial grid point. Anomalies of DJF mean data for the HC
data are deviations from the long term and ensemble mean. The same procedures are also
applied to the JRA-55 data, except that the JRA-55 data are just one realization.

We focus on the occurrence and frequency of MSSWs during winter, i.e., DJF period.
An MSSW is identified as when the zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦ N, 10 hPa is reversed
from a westerly wind to an easterly wind for DJF. This is a common identification procedure
discussed in [14,15,46]. In order to avoid a double count of one event, a condition that the
zonal wind must be westerly for 20 days before a wind reversal date is required for the
reversal to be identified as an MSSW. The date of the wind reversal is referred to as the
MSSW central date and denoted as lag = 0 day.

We also identify notable heat flux events (HFEs) using the waves 1–3 heat flux data.
To this end, we first obtain time mean heat flux anomalies for each date t, which are taken
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for τ + 1 days from t − τ to t. We then identify an HFE event if the time mean anomalies
exceed a specified threshold. The date of the exceedance is referred to as the HFE central
date and lag = 0 day. The anomalies must not exceed the threshold for 2*tau days before
the central date. The time mean seeks to avoid using relatively noisy daily heat flux data,
and uses τ = 10 days and threshold of 14 K m/s based on a composite analysis with respect
to MSSWs.

The DJF mean NINO3.4 index for the real world and each ensemble member of each
system is used to classify each DJF season into either of the three ENSO conditions: LA for
La Niña, NT for neutral, and EL for El Niño condition. The LA and EL winters are when
the NINO3.4 index exceeds ±0.75 standard deviation (inclusive). The other winters are
classified as NT. Similarly, the DJF mean QBO index is used to classify each DJF season
into either of the two QBO conditions: ELY for easterly, and WLY for westerly condition.
The WLY winters are when the QBO index is equal to, or larger than, 0 m/s, and the other
winters are classified as ELY. We compare results for six conditions in Section 3.2, which
includes ALL for all winters as a reference in addition to the above five conditions.

The following analyses use the correlation coefficient to examine possible relationships
between target quantities. A correlation coefficient value is judged to be statistically
significant if it exceeds a threshold value determined by Student’s t distribution. The
threshold value depends on the sample size and confidence level. Table 1 lists the threshold
values for the 90 and 95% levels (two side test) when examining the ensemble members for
each system. Student’s t test is also used to examine if an ensemble mean value calculated
from the ensemble members is significantly different from zero (two side test).

3. Results
3.1. Climatological Features

Figure 1a,b overview climatological features of the stratospheric polar vortex in the
mean VS and MSSW frequency. The panels plot the 99% range (0.5 to 99.5 percentile) of
each quantity using all ensemble members for each system, in addition to the ensemble
mean. The climatological VS of the six systems is distributed around the JRA-55 data. It
is weaker for the four systems than for the JRA-55 data, and stronger for the other two
systems (Figure 1a). The mean MSSW frequency is also distributed around the JRA-55
data (Figure 1b). The 99% range of ECMWF5 is higher than the JRA-55 result. The JRA-55
result is near the lower end of the range for UKMO15, METEOFRANCE7, and DWD21.
This implies that most of the ensemble members of these systems have a higher MSSW
frequency than the JRA-55 counterpart. The situation is opposite for JMA2. The following
examines intra-seasonal variations of the extratropical stratosphere and troposphere around
the MSSWs, and then the frequency of the MSSWs.

A composite analysis with respect to the MSSW central date is conducted to examine
intra-seasonal variations around the MSSWs (Figure 2). All systems and JRA-55 data com-
monly show strong wind decelerations and heat flux increases in an about 10-day period
before the central date when the zonal wind becomes negative. Such a close connection
between stratospheric polar vortex and lower stratospheric wave activity variations in the
HC data was shown by [30]. Composite zonal wind anomalies exhibit stronger (more nega-
tive) anomalies for CMCC35 and JMA2. This reflects that the criterion of the zonal wind
reversal for MSSWs requires stronger decelerations for systems of a stronger westerly wind.
Composite heat flux anomalies also stand out for CMCC35. Such heat flux increases prior
to MSSWs can be understood from the viewpoint of interference between climatological
and anomalous fields [47–50].
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55 data: (a) climatological zonal mean zonal wind [U] at 60° N, 10 hPa, (b) frequency of MSSWs, (c) 

Figure 1. Bar charts of four quantities relevant for the stratospheric polar vortex for the HC and
JRA-55 data: (a) climatological zonal mean zonal wind [U] at 60◦ N, 10 hPa, (b) frequency of
MSSWs, (c) frequency of HFEs, and (d) mean time change in zonal wind anomalies [U]a from
lag = −10 to 0 day for the HFEs. Panel (a) takes DJF means of the zonal wind, whereas (b,c) deal
with events during DJF and plot their frequencies per DJF season. Each bar plots the ensemble mean,
and each vertical line plots the 99% range of the ensemble members. Horizontal broken lines plot the
JRA-55 results. Square brackets denote the zonal mean, and subscript a denotes anomalies.
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Figure 2. Ensemble means of composite time series with respect to the MSSW central date
(lag = 0 day) for the HC and JRA-55 data: (a) zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦ N, 10 hPa, and (b) pole-
ward heat flux of waves 1–3 in 45–75◦ N, 100 hPa, and (c) time mean of the heat flux. The time mean
of the heat flux for each day is taken for 11 days from 10 days before the day to it (i.e., τ = 10 days).
The composites are taken for the MSSWs in each ensemble member, and the results are averaged
across the members. Panels (d–f) are for anomalies of the three quantities. Color legend is shown in
(b). Asterisk denotes wave components, i.e., deviations from the zonal mean.

Separate contributions from wave 1 and wave 2 to the increased heat flux are further
examined in Figure 3. The figure plots the ensemble mean result (dot) and representative
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distribution of the ensemble members (ellipse) for each system. The ellipse is extracted
by applying empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis to the results of the ensemble
members. The climatological wave 1 and wave 2 heat fluxes are distributed near the JRA-55
data for the five systems, except for CMCC35, which is biased toward a stronger wave 1
contribution (Figure 3a). Even for the five systems, the JRA-55 result is located near the edge
of each ellipse. For example, a large part of the ensemble members of METEOFRANCE7
have a weaker wave 1 contribution and a stronger wave 2 contribution. JMA2 is suggested
to have a smaller sum of the two components, i.e., weaker planetary wave activity. It is
interesting to note that the ensemble members for each system exhibit a negative correlation
ranging from −0.66 to −0.47, i.e., compensation between the two components. Some of
these biases are reflected in the composite results, e.g., for CMCC35 and METEOFRANCE7,
although the variability among the ensemble members is large and the ellipse of each
system covers the JRA-55 result (Figure 3b). The differences among the systems become
inconspicuous in the composite anomalies (Figure 3c).
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Figure 3. (a) Scatter plot between the climatological wave 1 and wave 2 heat flux (x and y axis,
respectively) in 45–75◦ N, 100 hPa during DJF. Each dot plots the ensemble mean result for each
system. Each ellipse plots a representative distribution of the ensemble members for each system.
The directions of the long and short axes are extracted by EOF analysis. The length of each axis is the
99 percentile of the distance values, from the center of the ellipse to the ensemble members projected
onto the axis. Black square plots the JRA-55 result. Black line denotes the y = x line. Panel (b) is
similar, but for the composite heat flux with respect to the MSSW central date. Time means are taken
from lag = −10 to 0 day for both components. Panel (c) is similar to (b), but uses heat flux anomalies.

Since it is conceivable that the heat flux increases are associated with large scale
tropospheric circulation anomalies, Figure 4 plots composite anomalies of the 500 hPa
GPH averaged from lag = −10 to 0 day of the MSSWs in addition to the climatological
state. The time window corresponds to the typical time scale of the heat flux increase
at 100 hPa (Figure 2b,e). All six systems show similar patterns characterized by positive
anomalies extending from north Canada to Europe, and negative anomalies over northeast
Asia. These anomalies are roughly in phase with climatological wave 1, and hence act
to strengthen wave 1 through constructive interference. This is consistent with the large
contribution from wave 1 to the increased heat flux (Figure 3). The negative anomalies over
northeast Asia are also seen in the JRA-55 data, although they seem more limited in zonal
scale. The positive anomalies over north Atlantic and Europe are less conspicuous for the
JRA-55 than for the HC data, whereas positive anomalies over North America are notable.
These differences are likely to reflect the small sample size of the MSSWs in the JRA-55 data.
These model and observational results are generally similar to previous studies [51,52].

A similar examination for the 10 hPa GPH around the MSSW onset date, i.e., from
lag = −2 to +2 days, shows prevailing positive anomalies over the polar region for all
systems and JRA-55 data, implying a weakening of the polar vortex (Figure 5). The positive
anomalies have larger magnitudes for CMCC35 and JMA2, consistent with Figure 2d, as
the climatological polar vortex is stronger for the two systems than for the other systems
and JRA-55 data.
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Figure 4. Ensemble mean composite maps of 500 hPa GPH anomalies for the HC and JRA-55 data,
averaged from lag = −10 to 0 day of the MSSW central date (color shades) (a–g). Contour interval
is 20 m. Only waves 1–3 components are retained. Magenta contours in (a–f) denote statistically
significant anomalies at the 95% confidence level. Black contours show the waves 1–3 field in the
DJF climatology in each data. Contour interval is 100 m. Solid black contours are for positive values
(thick for zero), and dotted contours are for negative values.
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Figure 1a,b suggested that the MSSW frequency is related to the mean VS, as pointed
out by previous studies [24,31–33]. Such a relationship is examined for the present HC
data in Figure 6a. The scatter plot shows their strong, linear relationship supporting the
suggestion: the MSSW frequency is higher when the mean VS is weaker, and vice versa.
The degree of the linear relationship is quantified using the correlation coefficient in Table 2.
The table reveals strongly negative correlations for the ensemble members for each system
and for the ensemble means of the six systems.
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Figure 6. (a) Scatter plot between the climatological zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦ N, 10 hPa, and
MSSW frequency, as plotted in Figure 3. Panel (b) uses the HFE frequency instead of the climatological
zonal wind. Black diagonal line denotes the y = x line. Panel (c) uses the mean time change in
anomalous zonal wind at 60◦ N, 10 hPa in response to the HFEs, i.e., from lag = −10 to 0 day.

Table 2. Correlation coefficient values between the key quantities. Three left columns correlate the
MSSW frequency with the mean VS, HFE frequency, and mean time change in the anomalous zonal
wind in response to the HFEs (see also Figure 6). The rightmost column correlates the mean VS
with the HFE frequency. The values for each system are those among all ensemble members. The
row “Ensemble means” uses the ensemble means from the six systems. Asterisk denotes statistical
significance at the 95% level (see Table 1).

System Name fMSSW and
Mean VS fMSSW and fHFE

fMSSW and
Mean [U]a

Change

Mean VS and
fHFE

ECMWF5 −0.57 * +0.20 −0.094 +0.18

UKMO15 −0.62 * +0.39 * +0.16 −0.23

METEOFRANCE7 −0.66 * +0.42 * −0.031 −0.12

DWD21 −0.46 * +0.55 * +0.028 −0.22

CMCC35 −0.68 * +0.40 * −0.058 −0.35 *

JMA2 −0.64 * +0.28 +0.64 * −0.14

Ensemble means −0.97 * +0.19 +0.040 −0.11

The differences in the MSSW frequency among the ensemble members and systems
may also be contributed to by those in transient variability [33], which is not directly
included in the mean VS. This possibility is examined in terms of the frequency of notable
HFEs in the lower stratosphere and the mean polar vortex response to them. The HFEs
are identified as those comparable to the composite picture with respect to the MSSW
central date (Figure 2, Section 2.2). Specifically, a time mean of the composite heat flux
for each time lag is calculated for τ + 1 days from lag-τ to lag. A value of τ = 10 days
is used as a representative time scale for the increase in the heat flux anomalies to the
MSSWs (Figure 2c,e). The time mean composite heat flux anomalies for the MSSWs reveal
a representative value of 14 K m/s around the MSSW onset date, and this value is used to
identify the HFEs.

The ensemble mean HFE frequency of the six systems is again found to be distributed
around the JRA-55 result (Figure 1c). The 99% range of DWD21 is above the JRA-55 result,
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whereas that of JMA2 is below it. Possible correlations of the frequency of HFEs to that of
the MSSWs are examined in Figure 6b and Table 2. The results reveal positive correlations,
although they are statistically significant for the four systems. For such systems, except for
CMCC35, the HFE frequency has an insignificant correlation with the mean VS (Table 2),
so that it can be regarded as an additional factor to explain the MSSW frequency among
the ensemble members. A similar relationship is also suggested for the ensemble means,
although the correlation between the MSSW and HFE frequencies is insignificant. CMCC35
seems an outlier and acts to decrease the correlation.

It is also possible that the stratospheric polar vortex responds to the HFEs differently
among the ensemble members and systems, and these differences contribute to the differ-
ences in MSSW frequency. Therefore, the HFEs are further used to conduct a composite
analysis. A representative weakening response of the polar vortex to the HFEs is extracted
as a mean time change of anomalous zonal wind at 60◦ N, 10 hPa from lag = −10 to 0 day,
where the lag = 0 day refers to the central date of the HFEs (Figure 1d). The negative
values in the figure mean that the anomalous wind decelerates in the 10-day time window.
The ensemble means of all systems are weaker than the JRA-55 result, although the 99%
range includes it. It is found that the vortex weakening response is not significantly cor-
related with the MSSW frequency for the ensemble members, except for JMA2, nor for
the ensemble means (Figure 6c and Table 2). This metric is therefore excluded from the
following analysis.

3.2. Teleconnection

We next extend the above analysis in Section 3.1 to teleconnection signals with ENSO
and QBO. Figure 7a,b overview the mean VS and MSSW frequency for the six conditions
for the HC and JRA-55 data. One sees that for the ENSO teleconnection in the HC data
the mean VS tends to weaken and the MSSW frequency tends to increase as the NINO3.4
index increases. Regarding the QBO teleconnection, the mean VS is weaker and the MSSW
frequency is higher for ELY than for WLY, albeit weaker than for the JRA-55 data. Similar
to Section 3.1, the following examines intra-seasonal variations around the MSSWs and the
frequency of the MSSWs from a teleconnection perspective.
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The composite analysis with respect to the MSSW central date is repeated using the
MSSWs for each of the four conditions (Figure 8). The four conditions contrast the two
opposite phases of ENSO (LA vs. EL, blue lines), and the two QBO phases (ELY vs. WLY,
red lines). The analysis uses the anomalies, as in Figure 2, defined as deviations from
the climatology for all years available. Results show that the composite zonal wind and
heat flux anomalies are overall similar between LA and EL, and between ELY and WLY,
whereas some differences are statistically significant at the 95% level: UKMO15 has more
easterly anomalies around lag = −25 to −15 days for EL compared to LA. This is also
the case with WLY compared to ELY. DWD21 exhibits more easterly anomalies around
lag = +10 to +25 days for EL than for LA.
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Figure 8. (Left panels) Similar to Figure 2d, but using MSSWs separately for LA, EL, ELY, and WLY
for each system and JRA-55 data. Blue lines are for LA (broken) and EL (solid), and red lines are for
ELY (broken) and WLY (solid). Dots denote significant differences at the 95% level (two side test)
between LA and EL (blue dots), or between ELY and WLY (red dots). Right panels are similar, but
plot waves 1–3 heat flux anomalies as in Figure 2e.
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We compare precursory signals to the MSSWs between LA and EL below, since changes
in planetary wave forcing with ENSO were studied in previous studies [53–56]. Figure 9 is
similar to Figure 3, but separately uses the LA MSSWs and EL MSSWs. The ellipses are
drawn using 25 percentiles of the distance values to emphasize differences between the
two conditions. Results for the HC data show that the wave 1 contribution in both mean
and precursory signal is larger for EL (dots) than for LA (triangles), whereas the wave 2
counterpart is smaller. This compensation explains the fact that the waves 1–3 heat flux
anomalies are overall similar between LA and EL (Figure 8). The enhanced roles of wave 1
for EL and wave 2 for LA were pointed out by previous studies [55,56]. The JRA-55 results
are different from the HC results.
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Differences in the composite GPH at 10 hPa between the LA MSSWs and EL MSSWs 
show negative values over the north Atlantic and Europe around 0° E and positive values 
over northwest America for the five systems, except for ECMWF5 (Figure 11). These 
patterns indicate that the composite patterns have enhanced wave 1 component for the 
EL MSSWs, which is consistent with the changes in the troposphere and lower 

Figure 9. Similar to Figure 3, but separately using the LA MSSWs and EL MSSWs: (a) DJF climatology,
(b) MSSW composite heat flux, and (c) MSSW composite heat flux anomalies. Thin colors and
triangles are used for the MSSWs for LA. Magnitude of each ellipse is based on the 25% distance of
the ensemble members.

Figure 10 compares composite GPH anomalies at 500 hPa between the LA MSSWs
and EL MSSWs. Results for the HC data commonly exhibit differences of negative values
over the north Pacific and positive values over north America. The former, i.e., negative
difference over north Pacific reflects more pronounced negative anomalies, i.e., enhanced
Aleutian Low for EL. In the JRA-55 result, the negative difference over the north Pacific is
located more equatorward, and a positive difference is notable over Alaska. These features
reflect pronounced negative anomalies over Alaska for LA and more equatorward location
of negative anomalies over the Pacific for EL. An examination of the climatological 500 hPa
GPH fields for the LA and EL winters reveals difference patterns like the familiar Pacific
North America pattern [57,58], which are similar for all systems and JRA-55 data (not
shown). The HC data differences in the composite Z500 anomalies between LA and EL
(Figure 10) are similar to those in the climatological states. This similarity is not the case
with the JRA-55 data due to the small sample size of the MSSWs.
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Figure 10. Similar to Figure 4, but separately using the LA MSSWs (a–g) and EL MSSWs (h–n).
Bottom panels (o–u) plot differences of the EL MSSWs from the LA MSSWs. Magenta contours
denote statistically significant anomalies or differences at the 95% level.
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Differences in the composite GPH at 10 hPa between the LA MSSWs and EL MSSWs
show negative values over the north Atlantic and Europe around 0◦ E and positive values
over northwest America for the five systems, except for ECMWF5 (Figure 11). These
patterns indicate that the composite patterns have enhanced wave 1 component for the EL
MSSWs, which is consistent with the changes in the troposphere and lower stratosphere
(Figures 9 and 10). The positive values over northwest America also imply enhanced wave
2 component for the LA MSSWs. The JRA-55 results exhibit different features from the HC
results, e.g., elongated vortex structure for EL (Figure 11m).
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Figure 11. Similar to Figure 10, but for the 10 hPa GPH around the MSSW onset date of lag = ±2 days.
Panels (a–n) plot the 10 hPa GPH, and (o–u) plot its differences. All wave components in addition to
the zonal mean are retained.

The teleconnection signals in the mean VS, MSSW frequency, and HFE frequency
are examined in detail in Figure 12. The differences are taken between LA and EL, and
between ELY and WLY. Regarding the ENSO teleconnection, all six systems show a weaker
mean vortex for EL than for LA in the ensemble means. The ensemble mean differences
are judged to be significant at high confidence levels, except for JMA2. It is also noted that
the 99% range of all systems extends over both positive and negative values, implying that
some ensemble members have an opposite result in sign to the ensemble mean result. The
mean vortex weakening in the HC data is consistent in both sign and magnitude with the
JRA-55 result. Such vortex weakening for El Niño has been observed in [59,60].

The HC data exhibit an increased MSSW frequency for EL than for LA in the ensemble
means. The ensemble mean differences are judged to be significant at confidence levels
close to, or higher than, 90%, except for JMA2. The JRA-55 data show a decrease in the
MSSW frequency, which is opposite to the HC ensemble mean result in sign, but is within
or close to the 99% ranges. The JRA-55 result, which is different from [61], is likely to
reflect the relatively short target period. The five systems, except for METEOFRANCE7,
and JRA-55 data show an increased HFE frequency, although statistical significance of the
ensemble mean difference is found only for some of the systems.
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the differences of the ensemble members.

Figure 13a,b examine possible relationships of the MSSW frequency with the mean
VS and HFE frequency in the ENSO teleconnection. For example, Figure 13a correlates
the EL minus LA differences in the MSSW frequency with those in the mean VS. The
differences of these two quantities are negatively correlated when looking at the ensemble
members for each system, with values ranging from −0.76 to −0.30 (Table 3). The mean
differences of the ensemble have a negative correlation of −0.66. These values suggest that
the relationship between the mean VS and MSSW frequency can explain the variability of
the ENSO teleconnection, i.e., differences in the MSSW frequency with ENSO, among the
ensemble members and also systems. The weakening of the mean VS and the decrease in
the MSSW frequency in the JRA-55 data are apparently inconsistent with each other, but
such a result emerges in some ensemble members (Figures 12 and 13). This is consistent
with [62], who pointed out large differences among ensemble members. An examination
of the differences in the MSSW and HFE frequencies shows positive correlations for all
systems, although the correlations are judged to be significant only for some systems. The
mean differences of the ensemble have a correlation value close to zero among the systems
(Figure 13b, Table 3).
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Table 3. Same as Table 2, but for differences between LA and EL, and between ELY and WLY. Asterisk
denotes statistical significance at the 95% level.

System Name

LA and EL Differences ELY and WLY Differences

fMSSW and
Mean VS fMSSW and fHFE

fMSSW and
Mean VS fMSSW and fHFE

ECMWF5 −0.40 * +0.29 −0.68 * +0.44 *

UKMO15 −0.75 * +0.53 * −0.42 * +0.48 *

METEOFRANCE7 −0.76 * +0.29 −0.76 * +0.65 *

DWD21 −0.30 +0.35 −0.52 * +0.46 *

CMCC35 −0.45 * +0.31 * −0.63 * +0.37 *

JMA2 −0.66 * +0.74 * −0.49 +0.59

Ensemble means −0.66 −0.053 −0.29 +0.057

As for the QBO teleconnection, both HC ensemble mean and JRA-55 data exhibit a
stronger mean vortex for WLY (Figure 12a). The ensemble mean differences are judged
to be significant at a confidence level higher than, or close to, 90% for all systems. The
stronger vortex for WLY is consistent with the familiar observational result [40,63]. The
JRA-55 result is above the 99% ranges of the five systems and close to the upper end of
the range of CMCC35. This means that the JRA-55 result is near the largest differences
simulated by the forecast systems. All systems and JRA-55 data show a decreased MSSW
frequency for WLY (Figure 12b). Only UKMO15 and CMCC35 have p values smaller than
0.10, i.e., significance at the 90% level. Again, the JRA-55 difference is close to the bottom
end of the HC 99% range implying a much stronger response.

The WLY minus ELY differences in the mean VS and MSSW frequency have negative
correlations among the ensemble members for all systems (Figure 13c, Table 3). The
correlation for the ensemble means is weaker and insignificant. The JRA-55 result is located
near the edge of the HC distributions confirming the strongest response of the JRA-55 data.
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The HFE frequency shows a significant ensemble mean increase for WLY only for
DWD21. This increase is inconsistent with the insignificant change in the MSSW frequency,
suggesting that its effect is overwhelmed by another or other factors. The WLY minus ELY
differences in the HFE frequency are also positively correlated with those in the MSSW
frequency for the ensemble members (Figure 13d, Table 3), but not for the ensemble means.

4. Discussion

This study has investigated intra-seasonal variations of MSSWs in the HC and JRA-55
data, and demonstrated that all systems more or less reproduce precursory signals that
are similar to the JRA-55 results. This is consistent with the good reproducibility of the
coupling of the stratospheric polar vortex variability with the lower stratospheric wave
activity variability in the HC data shown by [30]. The reproducibility of the present systems
seems better than the North American Multi-Model Ensemble Phase-2 models examined
by [29]. This will be explained at least partly by the fact that the present systems have higher
resolution in horizontal resolution, top level, and number of vertical levels. This speculation
is consistent with [26], who pointed out better reproducibility of stratospheric variability
by high-top models. Relative importance of these factors remains to be further studied.

It is interesting to note that three MSSWs occur in a couple of DJF seasons (years) in
the HC data (not shown), which has not been observed in [15]. This may be just a lack
of sample size in observational and reanalysis data, but may be a manifestation of model
biases. In the latter case, the systems may allow MSSWs or notable heat flux events to occur
too repeatedly.

Analysis has shown that the ensemble mean MSSW frequency in the HC data is
distributed around the JRA-55 counterpart, and varies among the systems. The MSSW
frequency also varies among the ensemble members for each system. This study has
not only confirmed the importance of the mean VS in explaining such variations in the
MSSW frequency as in [24,31–33] but also pointed out that of the HFE frequency. The
HFE frequency is a manifestation of transient variability and can be interpreted as another
factor for MSSW frequency [33]. It will be interesting to try to construct a statistical model
to reproduce, or predict, MSSW frequency using these factors, and this task is left for
future work.

The ENSO teleconnection signals found for the HC data in this study show a weak-
ening of the mean VS and an increase in the MSSW frequency in the ensemble means
with increase in the NINO3.4 index. Respective ensemble members have both signs of
changes in the mean VS and MSSW frequency between LA and EL. The JRA-55 results, i.e.,
weakening of the mean VS and decrease in the MSSW frequency, are included in, or located
near, the ensemble spread: some ensemble members exhibit such apparently inconsistent
results. This suggests a difficulty in identifying teleconnection signals, especially for MSSW
frequency, in limited observational records of just one realization as pointed out by [62].
The situation is similar for the QBO teleconnections signals. Both HC ensemble mean and
JRA-55 data show an increase in the mean VS and a decrease in the MSSW frequency for
WLY rather than for ELY. The JRA-55 results are larger in magnitude than the results from
most ensemble members, consistent with [22,30].

One could extend the present analysis of the teleconnections by considering seasonality,
and sensitivity to the indices and thresholds. One could also take account of other factors
in addition to ENSO and QBO, such as the Madden Julian Oscillation [64,65] and snow/sea
ice conditions [66,67]. These are beyond the scope of this study, and are left to future
work. Furthermore, this study leaves a question as to if, and how, the QBO affects the
intra-seasonal variations of the MSSWs.

This study has examined climatological and teleconnection aspects of the seasonal HC
data, but not forecast properties, such as forecast skill. Previous studies of sub-seasonal fore-
casts showed that a typical predictable time period for MSSWs is one week to 10 days [68,69].
The time period is here referred to as the timing for which half of ensemble members suc-
cessfully forecast target MSSWs. Seasonal forecasts for MSSW occurrence or absence were
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examined in [30,70]. Since the present forecast systems turn out to have biases, e.g., in the
mean VS and teleconnection signals, an interesting issue will be if and how such biases are
related to forecast properties. For example, Taguchi [70] found that skill of a seasonal fore-
cast system for extratropical stratospheric variability changed with the observed phase of
the QBO, and suggested that the change might reflect the reality of the QBO teleconnection
in the forecast data. This issue is under investigation, and will be reported in a separate pa-
per. Furthermore, results from recent studies implied that unresolved, parametrized eddy
mixing may be a candidate affecting the polar vortex variability and MSSW occurrence,
and hence forecast skill for them [71,72].

5. Conclusions

This study has investigated intra-seasonal variations and occurrence frequency of
MSSWs in Northern winter seasonal HC data of six systems from 1993/1994 to 2016/2017.
The investigation has been conducted from both climatological and teleconnection perspec-
tives, in comparison to the JRA-55 data. The teleconnection perspective deals with ENSO
and QBO as external factors.

Results for climatological features show that all six systems overall reproduce pre-
cursory signals to the MSSWs well, such as increase in the planetary wave heat flux in
the extratropical lower stratosphere and anomalous planetary wave patterns in the tropo-
spheric circulation. An underestimation or overestimation of the mean MSSW frequency is
suggested, depending on the systems. Such differences in the MSSW frequency among the
systems are related to those in the mean VS, and may also be partly contributed by those in
the HFE frequency. The MSSW frequency is related to the mean VS and HFE frequency
among the ensemble members for most systems.

Regarding teleconnection, the composite times series of the VS and heat flux are found
to be overall similar between LA and EL, and between ELY and WLY. Relative contributions
from wave 1 and wave 2 to the enhanced heat flux to the MSSWs change with ENSO: wave
1 contribution becomes more important for EL, and the contribution from wave 2 increases
for LA. These changes are consistent with the climatological response of the extratropical
troposphere to ENSO resembling the Pacific North America pattern.

Analysis of the HC ensemble means shows a weaker mean vortex and an increased
MSSW frequency for EL than for LA. The mean vortex weakening for EL is consistent
with the JRA-55 data, in which the MSSW frequency decreases in the 24-year period. Such
JRA-55 results are included near the edge of the distributions of the ensemble members.
The mean results of the ensemble qualitatively reproduce the familiar QBO teleconnection,
i.e., weaker VS and increased MSSW frequency for ELY than that for WLY. The JRA-55
results are near the strongest responses of the ensemble members. The changes in the
MSSW frequency with ENSO and QBO are correlated to those in the mean VS among the
ensemble members and also the ensemble means for some systems. Changes in the HFE
frequency are also suggested to play a role in the ensemble spread of the MSSW frequency.
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